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6 6 

Messagee Content Ontologies 

Inn this chapter we address the problem of how agents can handle message-based communica-
tion.. Our approach is to look at ontology-based communication, in which the meaning and 
intentionn of messages is specified in message content ontologies. The idea is that agents can 
sharee semantics by committing to shared message content ontologies. We discuss a theoreti-
call  framework for message-based communication, in which we sketch an ideal world where an 
agentt is capable of various ontological operations. A pragmatic approach is presented, which 
enabless the creation and use of ontologies to support message-based communication between 
agents. . 
AA tool is described that assists agent engineers in designing message content ontologies and 
exportt it to Java source code. A case study on Legal services illustrates conversations between 
agentss based on a message content ontology. The work presented is partly based on the pa-
perr Creating and Using Ontologies in Agent Communication, published in Proceedings of the 
Workshopp on Ontologies and Agent Systems at AAMAS 2002. The co-authors are R.F. Pels, 
G.. Caire and F. Bergenti. The case study described is based on an Agentcities grant project 
(seee www.acklin.nl/agentcities). The "Bean Generator" tool described is designed by the au-
thorr and is used by various institutions and companies that work with the JADE toolkit (see 
http://gaper.swi.psy.uva.ril/rjeangenerator). . 

6.11 Introduction 

Inn this section, we present a layered framework containing a Reference Model for ontology-based 
agentt communication. Using ontologies in agent communication enables agents and agent engi-
neerss to add semantics to agent conversations. 

AA traditional distributed system interoperates with other systems by giving these other sys-
temss access to its information retrieval functions. One technique to interoperate, for instance to 
transferr information between distributed systems, is Remote Methods Invocation (RMT). Giving 
systemss direct access to other systems' information retrieval functions leads to tightly coupled 
systems.. However, multi-agent systems are loosely coupled distributed systems, where agents do 
nott have direct access to each others functionalities (services). By exchanging messages, agents 
cann access other agents' services. The messages are not only used to exchange information, but 
alsoo to communicate on a higher level, such as negotiation about price, instructions and sharable 
knowledgee [Genesereth and Ketchpel, 1994, Huhns and Stephens, 1999]. 

Message-basedd communication can be described on several levels of detail: message 
transport,, message encoding, communication languages, message interpretation and composi-
tionn [Labrou et al., 1999]. Message transport is involved with agent addressing and communi-
cationn protocols. Whether a message is encoded in binary, string or other format is of concern at 
mee message encoding level. Several agent communication languages exist, for example KQML 
orr FIPA-ACL. 

http://www.acklin.nl/agentcities
http://gaper.swi.psy.uva.ril/rjeangenerator
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Wee focus on the ideas motivating the FIPA standardization, because it is supported in the 
agentt community1. On top of the agent communication language, FIPA has adopted the idea of 
ontology-basedd communication from [Neches et al., 1991], where the meaning and intention of 
messagee contents is specified in message content ontologies. In order to share semantics, agents 
committ to shared message content ontologies. The agent engineer is free to design and implement 
thee communication model of the agent around message content ontologies. The only requirement 
iss that the content of messages exchanged commit to one or more message content ontologies. In 
thiss case, agents can interact without having to negotiate about message structure and message 
content.. A similar approach can be found in Open-EDI [Weigand and Hasselbring, 2001]. 

Thee problem addressed in this chapter is defined by [FIPA, 2001] as: 

"Despitee its crucial importance for guaranteeing the exchange of content information 
amongg agents, (...) a suitable "Reference Model" for ontologies needs to be estab-
lished." " 

Thee assumption is that agents share a common Reference Model that provides the proper 
semanticss in message-based communication. Specific message content ontologies will be based 
onn this Reference Model. The question is, what such a Reference Model could look like and how 
agentss can generate and interpret messages that commit to such a Reference Model. 

Inn the remainder, we give a brief introduction on ontologies. Next, we discuss a layered frame-
workk containing a Reference Model for message content ontologies, in which we sketch an ideal 
world,, where agents are capable of various ontological operations. Then, we discuss a pragmatic 
approachh to the Reference Model based on the current state-of-the art in agent technology, which 
iss applied in a case study on legal services. We conclude this chapter by a discussion on the two 
approachess and issues arising from this work. 

6.22 Ontologies in a Nutshell 

Ann ontology is defined by [Studer et al., 1998] as: 

Ann ontology is a formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualization. A "con-
ceptualization""  refers to an abstract model of some phenomenon in the world by hav-
ingg identified the relevant concepts of that phenomenon. "Explicit" means that the 
typee of concepts used, and the constraints on their use are explicitly defined. (...) 
"Formal""  refers to the fact that the ontology should be machine-readable. "Shared" 
reflectss the notion that an ontology captures consensual knowledge, that it is not pri-
vatee to some individual, but accepted by a group. 

Accordingg to van Heist and colleagues, ontologies can be classified according to the sub-
jectject of conceptualization [van Heijst et al., 1997]. A domain ontology specifies facts and con-
straintss related to a specific domain. Many domain ontologies exist, such as engineering 
ontologiesontologies [Borst, 1997], mathematical ontologies [Gruber and Olsen, 1994], chemical ontolo-
giess [Fernéndez-López et al., 1999] and medical ontologies such as Galen2. 

11 An alternative to FIPA is the Rosetta initiative(www.isi.edu/expect/projects/agents/rasetta.html) and available tech-
nologyy (See, www.agentlink.org/software). In contrast to FIPA, the Rosetta architecture is based on middleware, which 
representsrepresents most of the agent's environment. This means that an agent should be equipped with an interface to the 
Rosettaa architecture. The drawback of this approach is that the agents are not loosely coupled to the agent environment. 

22 www.opengalen.org 

http://www.isi.edu/expect/projects/agents/rasetta.html
http://www.agentlink.org/software
http://www.opengalen.org
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AA  generic ontology is similar to a domain ontology, however the concepts defined are generic 
acrosss many fields. Generic ontologies are also seen as upper-level ontology or top-level ontol-
ogyy [Guarino, 1998]. Examples of generic concepts are object, event, and action. Upper-level 
ontologiess are produced by the standard upper ontology IEEE working group, Upper Cyc and 
SensusSensus33.. An application ontology conceptualizes information that can be used for a particular 
application.. In Section 6.3.2.1, we describe a number of application ontologies. This ontology is 
composedd of concepts from domain ontologies and generic ontologies. A representation ontology 
providess primitives that can be used to represent other ontologies. It provides a framework without 
makingg claims about the world. An example is "Open Knowledge Base Connectivity (OKBC)"4, 
whichh provides a uniform model of knowledge based systems based on a common conceptualiza-
tionn of classes, individuals, slots, facets, and inheritance. OKBC forms the basis of the ontology 
constructionn tool Protégé 20005 [Noy et al., 2000]. Another example of a representation ontol-
ogyy is the Frame Ontology, which defines concepts in the form of frames or objects, allowing to 
describee hierarchies of classes with slots [Gruber, 1993]. 

Forr methodologies related to ontology engineering we refer to [Gomez-Perez, 1999, 
Noyy and McGuinness, 2001]. 

Inn the remainder of this chapter, we focus on specific subjects that are relevant for agent com-
munication.. A number of agent communication ontologies are defined that model these subjects. 

6.33 Message Content Ontology Framework 

Inn this section, we discuss a theoretical approach to establish a Reference Model (cf. [FIPA, 2001]) 
forr message content ontologies. The framework consists of a collection of ontologies, which we 
referr to as agent communication ontologies. The basis of these ontologies is the speech acts the-
oryy [Labrou et al., 1999, Shoham, 1993, Bond and Gasser, 1988]. Messages exchanged between 
agentss are annotated with speech acts, giving messages specific meanings. The theory originates 
fromm linguistics [Searle, 1969, Austin, 1976], where it is used to analyze human speech and text. 
AA speech act is composed of three components: locutionary act, illocutionary act and perlocu-
tionarytionary act. The locutionary act is concerned with the material generation of utterances. The 
illocutionaryillocutionary act is concerned with carrying out a speech act. An illocutionary act itself is com-
posedd of an illocutionary force and a propositional content. An illocutionary force can be seen 
ass a performative, such as questioning, negotiating, ordering and asking to do something. The 
propositionalpropositional content is the object of the illocutionary force, such as problem, price, product or 
activity.. The perlocutionary act is concerned with the effect an illocutionary act has on the state 
off  the receiver. We focus on the illocutionary force, which we refer to as performative. 

Linguistss have made a difference between explicit and implicit performatives [Austin, 1976]. 
Agentt Communication languages such as KQML and FIPA-ACL make use of explicit performa-
tivess [Labrou et al., 1999]. Here, every agent utterance (i.e. the sending of a message) is seen 
ass a speech act, which is composed of a propositional content and a performative. The structure 
off  a speech act is then of the form E(I(A)), where E is the explicit performative, I the implicit 
performativee and A the arguments of the directive6. For example, a message containing an explicit 

http://suo.ieee.org,, www.cyc.com/cyc-2-l/cover.html and www.isi.edu/natural-language/resources/sensus.html 
4Detailss on Open Knowledge Base Connectivity can be found at www.ai.sri.com/~okbc/. 
5http://protege.stanford.edu u 
6Inn more, detail E(I(A)) is the logical representation of a speech act. The actual representation of an utterance 

dependss on the languages of agent communication (ACL). For example, in SL it is possible to express multiple perfor-
mativess in one utterance. 

http://suo.ieee.org
http://www.cyc.com/cyc-2-l/cover.html
http://www.isi.edu/natural-language/resources/sensus.html
http://www.ai.sri.com/~okbc/
http://protege.stanford.edu
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performativee is: promise{deliver(cd)), where promise is the performative (in this case a "com-
missive,, because the speaker has committed him to a future course of action, c.f. [Searle, 1969]), 
deliverr the intended transaction and cd the argument. 

Mostt human communication does not explicitly express one of these types of speech acts. 
Forr example, one does not ask a question in the form of :"I direct you to the give me the price of a 
CD",, or "I assert the price of a CD to 30 EURO". In order to come close to human communication, 
wee will make use of implicit performatives. This means that we directly make use of a specific 
performative,, without declaring the type of performatives. The form of an utterance is in the form 
off  1(A)). For example, an utterance such as (Buy (CD :name "Mahler 1")) is to be read in a 
first-personn present declarative form [Labrou et al., 1999]. Hence, this message can be read as 
"hereby,, I declare that I want to buy the CD with the name Mahler 1". 

Conceptss such as CD can be found in an existing ontology, cf. [Cranefield and Purvis, 1999]. 
Thereforee we can reuse existing concepts and relations of these ontologies into our agent com-
municationn ontology7. There are several methods to reuse and share ontologies, divided into 
syntacticall  and semantic methods [Gomez-Perez, 1999, Pinto and Martins, 2000]. An example of 
aa syntactical method (which operates on the symbol level) is the translation of an ontology into 
anotherr ontology representation language. Semantic methods (which operate on the knowledge 
level),, includes merging of one ontology with another and mapping of one concept to another. 

Anotherr important communication theory is conversational interaction [Geis, 1995], which 
reasonss on the use of performatives by conversation members. In every conversation mere is at 
leastt one initiator and one other participant. Furthermore, there are rules that restrict the use of per-
formatives.. For example, the manager and operators in the IB ROW architecture (see Section 5.3) 
engagee in interaction in order to collaborate. In the agent community, these rules are called pro-
tocols.tocols. Every participant in a conversation should follow these protocols. In our framework, we 
couplee protocols to roles. In communication theory this is called role-taking% [Levinson, 1991]. 
AA protocol can dictate that for every question asked, an answer has to be given. For example in 
thee IBROW architecture, if the broker asks a question to a librarian, both the broker and the li -
brariann know what role to take and what performatives to use. So the broker as questioner sends 
ask(neededd competences) to a librarian. The librarian as agent questioned, responds with re-
ply(candidatee PSMs). 

6.3.11 Agent Communication Meta Ontology 

Thee Agent Communication Meta Ontology defines generic concepts necessary for agent commu-
nication:: conversation domain concept, performative, protocol and agent role. The elements of 
thiss ontology are not explicitly used in the messages exchanged between agents. Rather, these 
elementss are used as reference by agents and agent engineers. Agents can use it to reason about 
interactionss with other agents. For example, when an agent decides to consult another agent, it 
cann select the appropriate vocabulary, performatives, protocol and role. When an agent engineer 
iss designing an agent he can configure the functions of the communication model of the agent. 

Inn order to bind the concepts together, a number of relations are defined: allowed concept, 
allowedd performative and allowed protocol. The relation allowed concept means that every 
performativee should contain one or more instances of domain concept. The relation allowed 
performativee denotes that every protocol contains an ordered number of performatives. Finally, 
thee relation allowed protocol tells that agent roles (part of the agent role ontology) should commit 

77 By reuse, we mean reusing one concept and related relations or the reuse of an entire branch of an ontology. 
8Otherr terms used are feed forward and empathy. 
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Figuree 6.1 
Agentt Communication Meta Ontology and a part of the Reference Model, showing the four subjects of agent com-
munication:: domain concept, performative, protocol and agent role. The relations allowed concept, allowed 
performativee and allowed protocol bind the subjects together. The relation allowed concept means that every per-
formativee should contain one or more instances of domain concept. The relation allowed performative denotes that 
everyy protocol contains an ordered number of performatives. The Ordered relation enables to describe the allowed 
sequencee of performatives in a protocol. The relation allowed protocol tells that agent roles (part of the agent role 
ontology)) should commit to one or more protocols. The relation between the performative and protocol metaclasses 
(fromm the Agent Communication Meta Ontology) and the Performative Ontology and Protocol Ontology (from the Ref-
erencee Model) are op type <<instance>>. The elements of the Performative Ontology are discussed in Table 6.1. 
Inn Table 6.2, the elements of the Protocol Ontology are discussed. 

too one or more protocols. The subject represented by metaclasses and relations are illustrated in 

Figuree 6.1. 

6.3.22 Reference Model 

Thee four subjects of agent communication are defined into four agent communication ontologies: 
conversationconversation domain ontology, performative performative ontology, protocol ontology and the agent role on-

tology.tology. These four agent communication ontologies form the Reference Model. The relations 
betweenn the ontologies are illustrated in Figure 6.2. 

Thee Reference Model is an instantiation of the Agent Communication Meta Ontology. The re-
lationss between the Agent Communication Meta Ontology and the Reference Model are illustrated 
inn Figure 6.1. Below, we discuss the agent communication ontologies in detail. 
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TheThe "Agent Role Ontology" defines the 
rolesroles agents can play in conversations. 

TheThe "Protocol Ontology" 
definesdefines protocols that are used to 
steersteer messages in conversation. 

\\ "Message Content Ontology" instantiates elements 
fromfrom the Reference Model, which are used 
byby agents to conversate with other agents. 

Figuree 6.2 
Thee agent communication ontologies represented by UML packages. The dependencies (i.e. the dashed arrowed lines, 
whichh are to be read as "source depends on destination") show the relations between the ontologies. The Agent Com-
municationn Meta Ontology defines the subjects for agent communication ontologies: conversation domain concepts, 
performatives,, protocols and agent roles. The Reference Model is an i n s t a n t i a t i on of the Agent Communication 
Metaa Ontology. The Reference Model makes use of the four agent communication ontologies. Finally, the Message 
Contentt Ontology instantiates elements from the Reference Model. 

6.3.2.11 Conversation Domain Ontology 

AA  conversation domain ontology defines the vocabulary used in the propositional content of con-
versationss related to a domain. Examples are price, product, answer, question, proposal, offer, 
name,, person and address. Furthermore, it defines the structure of a domain, for example a prod-
uctt has a price, a question has zero or more answers, an offer is related to one product, a person 
hass a name and an address. 

Severall  ontologies are available that can be used in the design of conversation domain ontolo-
gies.. Elements of existing ontologies can be imported, adapted or translated into other ontologies. 
Severall  ontologies exists for identifying products in an electronic commerce applications through 
productt descriptions,such as S95, the United Nations Standard Products and Services Codes, E-
cl@ss,, and RosettaNet9. 

See,, www.s95.info, www.unspsc.org, www.eclass.de and www.rosettanet.org 

http://www.s95.info
http://www.unspsc.org
http://www.eclass.de
http://www.rosettanet.org
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6.3.2.22 Performative Ontology 

Thee performative ontology defines performatives that are based on the Speech Acts the-
ory.. The Speech Acts theory is introduced into Agent Communication Languages to de-
signn agent communication as close to human communication as possible [Labrou et al., 1999], 
Inn traditional information exchange between systems, messages are only pieces of 
dataa [Weigand and Hasselbring, 2001]. In order to create a social effect, such as creating an obli-
gation,, performatives are added to messages. In a traditional setting one service would send a 
messagee (CD :name "Mahler 1") to a musicshop service, intending to buy a CD. Both services 
"know""  that when one service sends a reference to a CD, that it wants to buy a CD. In agent 
systems,, an agent would send the message (buy (CD :name "Mahler 1")), where the buy perfor-
mativee can be seen as a speech act (the message is an attempt to perform a transaction between a 
buyerr and a seller). 

Thee idea behind Speech Acts is that sentences can be categorized into particular types. We 
followw the classification as suggested by [Searle, 1969], see table 6.1. In this classification there are 
fivefive basic categories of performatives (illocutionary forces): Representatives, Commissives, 
Directives,, Declaratives and Expressives. Representatives are speech acts that represent some 
statee of affairs. For example, asserting facts about a domain, such as telling the price of a CD. 

Commissivess are speech acts that commit the speaker to some future course of action. In an 
economicc setting, this can be used to have agents committing to a contract. For example, promising 
too perform a job in the future, such as: "at noon, I will buy a CD". Directives are speech acts whose 
intentionn is to get the addressee to carry out some action. For example, asking a question related 
too a domain, such as "what is the price of CD X?". Declaratives are speech acts that themselves 
bringg about a state of affairs and which are spoken by a recognized authority. In order to give a 
ManagerManager control over Operators, an Operator has to see a Manager as an authority. For example, 
ann Manager instructs an Operator how to perform its activities. Expressives are speech acts that 
indicatee the speaker's psychological state or mental attitude. For example, one agents "thanks" 
anotherr agent for its services. 

PerformativePerformative Description Examples 

Representative Representative 

Commissives Commissives 

Declaratives Declaratives 

Directives Directives 

Expressives Expressives 

informm the addressee of some state of affairs 

committ the speaker to future course of action 

"representatives"" spoken by a recognized 
authority,, such as a manager, director or president 
attemptss by the speaker to get the 
addresseee (or receiver) to do something 

expresss a psychological state 

asserting,asserting, concluding, describing 
"Thee price of every CD is 30 EURO." 
promising,promising, threatening, offering and vowing 
"Iff you buy 10 CDs, the price is 23 EURO." 
marrying,marrying, naming, and firing from employment 
"II allow this shop to sell CDs." 
requesting,requesting, questioning and commanding 
"Whatt is the price of a CD7* 
"Cann I buy this CD?" 
greeting,greeting, thanking and congratulating 
"Thankk you for buying this CD!" 

Tablee 6.1 
Fivee basic categories of performatives (illocutionary forces), cf. [Searle, 1969]. 

Severall  variations of the categorization of Searle exist, see [Austin, 1976, Singh, 1998, 
Ferber,, 1999]. Also in the Agent Field, specializations of Speech Acts have been reported. A num-
berr of explicit performatives are specified by Haddadi and FTPA, which can also be used as implicit 
performatives.. Haddadi has defined a library of communication types [Haddadi, 1995]. A selec-
tionn of these types is: Require, Order, Reject, Ask and Reply. FTPA has specified: Accept Pro-
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posall  (which can be seen as an instance of a "representative"), Call for Proposal (directive), Con-
firmm (commissive), Inform (representative), and request (directive) [FTPA, 2002d]. These perfor-
mativee or communicative types are either representatives, directives or commissives [Singh, 1998]. 
Forr example, the performative inform is supposed to give information and request corresponds to 
aa demand for information. In order to allow authority, which is needed to construct organizational 
relationss such as a Manager-Operator relation, "Declaratives" are needed. Furthermore, to allow 
learningg based on feedback, the speech act "Expressive" is needed. For example, a Manager can 
givee positive or negative feedback on the activities performed by an Operator in order to learn the 
Operatorr coordination pattern. 

6.3.22 J Protocol Ontology 

Nextt to individual message exchange, agents engage in conversations. Conversations can be seen 
ass a shared sequence of messages that agents follow [Labrou et al., 1999], We have expressed the 
notionn of sequencing between allowed type of messages by the O r de red relation in Figure 6.1. In 
orderr to guide conversations, (interaction) protocols can be used that restrict the allowed sequence 
off  performatives. Examples of shared sequences are negotiations [Chavez and Maes, 1996] and 
auctionss [Rodriguez-Aguilar et al., 1998]. The shared sequences of performatives are defined in 
thee protocol ontology. For example, a directive, such as a question, should be followed by an 
representativee to answer the question. The Protocol Ontology of the Reference Model, contains 
aa number of generic protocols, which can be seen as a Reference Model for conversations see 
Tablee 6.2. 

ProtocolProtocol Description 

FlPAFlPA -Query asking for information 

FIPA-RequestFIPA-Request requesting to perform an 

FIPA-AuctionFIPA-Auction bid on object 

ExampleExample utterance 

AA to B (directive): 
BB to A (commissive): 
BB to A (representative): 

actionn A to B (directive): 
BB to A (commissive): 
BB to A (commissive): 
AA to B, C (directive): 
BB to A (commissive): 
CC to A (commissive): 
AA to B, C (representative) 

exchangedd between two or more agents 

"Whatt is the price of a CD?" 
"Agreee to answer the question." 
"Thee price of a CD is 30 EURO." 
"Cann you order a CD?" 
"Agreee to perform the action." 
"Thee CD wil l arrive next week." 
"Whoo wants to buy this CD?" 
"II  bid 20 EURO." 
"II  bid 18 EURO." 
"Soldd to A, for 20 EURO." 

NegotiateNegotiate negotiate on object AA to B (directive): 
BB to A (commissive): 
AA to B (representative): 
BB to A (commissive): 
AA to B (representative): 

"Whatt is the price of a CD?" 
"II  offer the CD for 30 EURO." 
"II  reject, price too high." 
"II  offer the CD for 25 EURO." 
"II  accept." 

SuperviseSupervise coordinate an agent or process M to A (declarative): 
AA to M (commissive): 
MM to A (directive): 
AA to M (representative): 
MM to A (directive): 
AA to M (representative): 
MM to A (directive): 
MM to A (expressive): 

"Followw my instructions." 
"Agree." " 
"Findd a CD shop." 
"II  found a CD shop." 
'Tryy to buy a CD for less then 28 EURO.' 
"II  bought a CD for 25 EURO." 
"Sendd CD to address X." 
"Youu did a good job." 

Tablee 6.2 
AA selection of types of protocols and descriptions. The FIPA-Query, FIPA-Request and FIPA-Auction protocols orig-
inatee from the FIPA standards (cf. [FIPA, 2002h, FIPA, 2002h, FIPA, 2002e]) and are extended with speech act cate-
goriess and examples related to the musicshop domain. The Negotiate and Supervise protocols are added to illustrate the 
varietyy of possible protocols. In the example column, the letters "A" , "B" , "C" and "M " represent names of agents. 
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FIPAA has defined a number of interaction protocols. For example the FLPA-REQUEST 
protocoll  specifies that a request performative should be followed by a refuse, or an 
agreee [FIPA,2002h]. After the agree performative, the performative failure and inform are 
allowed. . 

Otherr interaction protocols deal with the Contract Net [FIPA, 2002e] and Auctions, such as 
thee English auction [FIPA, 2002g] and the Dutch auction [FIPA, 2002f]. In addition, Haddadi has 
definedd a library of message patterns [Haddadi, 1995]. Examples are, that an order performative 
hass to be followed by a report performative, require has to be followed by agree or reject, and 
proposee has to be followed by request, require or reject. 

Inn Table 6.3 we have placed the performatives as given in Table 6.1 against the protocols as 
givenn in Table 6.2, in order to illustrate the AllowedPerformative relation. As shown, a number 
off  performatives are required (+) or optional (*). The three existing protocols, Query, Request and 
Auction,Auction, allow the agree performative that confirms a directive. We see the agree performative 
ass a commissive, which is optional. The idea is that agentss "agree" on how to negotiate. Examples 
off  agreements are the number of negotiation rounds, number of participants, object of negotiation 
andd rule setting. 

PerformativesPerformatives / Protocols 

Query Query 
Request Request 
Auction Auction 
Negotiate Negotiate 
Supervise Supervise 

RepresentativeRepresentative Commissives Declaratives Directives Expressives 

++  + + 
**  * + 
++ + + 
++ + * + * 

++ * * + * 

Tablee 63 
Exampless of the Allowed Performative Relation relation, on the basis of the Performatives as given in Table 6.1 and 
protocolss as given in Table 6.2. In this relation, performatives are required (+) or optional (*). 

AA negotiation protocol is also called the "rule of encounter", which enables agents to share 
allowedd sequences of performatives in a negotiation [Lomuscio et al., 2003]. In our negotiate 
protocol,, directives are used to ask a participant of a negotiation for an offer, such as the price. In 
response,, a commissive is used to offer a bid. Next, representatives are used to react positively or 
negativelyy on a bid. 

Inn our supervision protocol, directives are used by an agent with a manager role to instruct its 
subordinates,, such as an operator. The operator responds with representatives to report the result 
off  the instructions. The use of the expressive performative can play a role in learning situations, 
becausee it enables a feedback, such as rewarding. Taking a situation where a manager supervises 
ann operator, the manager could use feedback in the form of expressives, to teach the operator how 
too perform its activities. In the end, the operator could operate without direct supervision of the 
manager. . 

Ontologiess that can be used as the basis of protocol ontologies are the Enterprise Ontol-
ogyy [Uschold et al., 1998] and the Toronto Virtual Enterprise [Gruninger and Fox, 1994]10. 

63.2.44 Agent Role Ontology 

Thee agent role ontology defines the roles that agents can play in conversations. An agent role 
definess the responsibility and allowed behavior of an agent. In the Reference Model, we modeled 

'Seee www.aiai.ed.ac.uk/~ entprise/enterprise/ontology.html and www.eil.utoronto.ca/tove/toveont.html 

http://www.aiai.ed.ac.uk/~
http://www.eil.utoronto.ca/tove/toveont.html
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responsibilityy and allowed behavior of an agent as the protocols and agent is allowed to use. This 
iss represented by the allowed protocol relation in Figure 6.1. 

Wee already discussed a number of agent roles: Operator and Manager (see Section 2.2 
(p.9)),, Broker and Librarian (see Section 5.2 (p.86)) and an agent platform's Directory Fa-
cilitatorr (DF) and Agent Manager Service (AMS) (see Section 3.4.1 (p.54)). Furthermore, 
inn an e-commerce setting there are roles, such as supplier, producer, partner, and con-
sumerr [Weigand and Hasselbring, 2001]. 

63.33 Message Content Ontology 

MessageMessage content ontologies can be used by agents to discuss about facts, beliefs, hypotheses and 
predicationss related to specific domains. Hence, a message content ontology makes use of a 
conversationn domain, performative, protocol and agent role ontologies. When agents want to 
communicate,, the appropriate message content ontology is selected. 

Basedd on the type of conversation, the required domain concepts and relations, performatives 
andd protocols, and agent roles are referred to (i.e. instantiated). In our framework, a Message 
Contentt Ontology instantiates elements from the Reference Model (cf. Figure 6.2). 

Severall  examples of message content ontologies can be found in the agent literature and agent 
programmingg manuals: Agent Management Ontology, Currency ontology and Cinema Service 
Ontology.Ontology. We briefly discuss these ontologies and relate them to our agent communication on-
tologies. . 

Thee FIPA Agent Management Ontology is a message content ontology used for conver-
sationss between (visiting) agents and the agents on a FIPA compliant agent platform 
(cf.. [FIPA, 2002c]): the AMS (agent management service) and the DF (directory facilita-
tor).. In order for a (visiting) agent to work on an agent platform, it has to behave according 
too an agent life cycle (as discussed in Section 3.4) [FIPA, 2002c]. Every (visiting) agent that 
wantss to join an agent platform should register itself with the AMS and the DF. The AMS 
maintainss a register of physical agent addresses, and the DF maintains a register of agent 
servicee descriptions. If the agent decides to leave the agent platform, it should deregister 
itself. . 

Thiss ontology is composed of a number of performatives: register, deregister, search 
andd modify. Within our framework, the performatives register, deregister and modify 
aree of type "directive", because visiting agents use them to change the DF's register. For 
example,, the performative modify is used when an agent wants to change its address or 
service.. In case the agent wants to locate other agents, it can use the performative search. 
Thiss performative is of type directive, because it can be used to question the DF's register. 

Exampless of the relations between speech acts and domain concepts are: the performatives 
registerr requires the concept agent-description, which contains other properties such as 
namee to identify the agent, address to locate the agent and services to describe the ser-
vicess the agent offers. Furthermore, the performative search requires the concept service, 
andd the performative modify requires the domain concept agent-description. Allowed 
sequencess of performatives are not specified in the ontology. 

Theree is a notion of visiting agent, DF and AMS. The role of a visiting agent is to register 
itselff  on a platform and it can make use of the search, modify and deregister performative. 
However,, these roles in relation to protocols are not specified. 
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Thee Cambia Currency Ontology is a message content ontology used by an agent that pro-
videss a service to make currency conversions between a number of currencies'l. An agent 
shouldd specify source and destination currency as well as the date, to determine the correct 
exchangee rate, and the amount. The ontology contains the performative convert, which 
requiress four domain concepts: from, to, rate and dateC. This performative is of type di-
rective,, because it is used to request the currency agent. The concept from is used to denote 
thee source currency code (e.g. "USD") and the amount. To specify the target currency code 
(e.g.. "EUR"), the concept to is used. The concept rate specifies the type of conversation, 
thiss can be "cash", "inter-bank" or "credit card". Finally, the concept dateC contains the 
datee of conversion. There is no notion of role or protocol. 

Thee Tilab Cinema Representation Service Ontology is a message content ontology used by 
thee cinema broker agent that provides information concerning a selection of cinemas of the 
citiess of Turin and Paris12. One of the specified performatives is: provide-cinema-info (of 
typee directive) which can be used to question the cinema broker. The domain concepts are 
Show,, Cinema and CinemaPreference. The concept Show contains attributes related to 
timee of a show and price. The concept Cinema describes the address and contact details 
off  a cinema. The preferences of a user, such as time and price are described in the concept 
CinemaPreference. . 

Theree is a notion of two roles: user agent and cinema broker. A user agent uses the 
performativee provide-cinema-info combined with the concept CinemaPreference to ask 
thee cinema broker, to acquire a list of available shows and cinemas. The relation between 
thee user agent that can use the performative provide-cinema-info and the cinema broker 
agents,, is not specified in the ontology. 

Inn the three examples, we can identify the notion of performative and domain concepts, and 
thee relation between the performatives and the allowed domain concepts. Roles, protocols and 
relationss between roles, protocols and performatives are not specified. The reason for this is that 
thesee ontologies are applied in relative simple agent systems, with a limited number of agents, 
reasoningg capabilities and possible interactions. Furthermore, these ontologies are designed "ad 
hoc".. Another message content ontology that is used by agents in an agent-based supply chain 
managementt system, can be found in Section 2.5.4 (p.27). 

6.3.44 Message Content Ontology Creation 

Inn our approach, there are two steps for defining a message content ontology: identification of 
conversationconversation specific concepts and specification of conversation specific concepts. This process is 
illustratedd in Figure 6.3. 

Inn the first step: Identification of Conversation Specific Concepts, the required conversa-
tionn specific concepts for the Message Content Ontology are defined. This step takes as input the 
Agentt Communication Meta Ontology and the ontologies of the Reference Model: the Con-
versationn Domain, Agent Role, Performative and Protocol Ontology (see Figure 6.1). On 
thee Agent Communication Meta Ontology level, the classes of the Reference Model are seen as 
instances13.. The result of this step is (technically) an object diagram that shows the needed con-

111 See http://zurich.agentcities.whitestein.ch/Services/Cambia.html. 
l2Seee http://jade.cselt.it/AgentCities/CinemaRepresentati veServiceDescription.htm. 
13Too define a class based on a metaclass, one has to make an instantiation of a metaclass. 

http://zurich.agentcities.whitestein.ch/Services/Cambia.html
http://jade.cselt.it/AgentCities/CinemaRepresentati
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ceptss for a conversation (see Figure 6.4). On the level of the Reference Model, the instances of the 
objectt diagram are seen as classes. 

Inn the second step: Specification of Conversation Specific Concepts, the defined conversa-
tionn specific concepts will be specified in detail. The step takes the object diagram and a selection 
off  external ontologies as input. The attributes for the classes are defined in the Reference Model 
andd linked to other, possibly already existing, classes. The result is a message content ontology 
representedd as a class diagram(see e.g. Figure 6.5). 

Thee idea is that the conversation specific concepts can make use of classes imported from other 
ontologies. . 

seee Table 6.1 seesee Table 6.2 

seesee Fig. 6.1 

agentt comunication 
metaa ontology 

(metaa class diagram) 

performative e 
ontology y 

protocol l 
ontology y externall ontologies 

conversationn domain 
ontology y 

agentt role 
ontology y 

identificationn of 
conversationn specific 

concepts s 

conversation n 
specificc concepts 
(objectt diagram) 

specificationn of 
conversationn specific 

concepts s 

e.g.e.g. Fig. 6.4 

messagee content 
ontology y 

(classs diagram) 

e.g.e.g. Fig. 6.5 

Figuree 6.3 
Inferencee diagram showing the process of message content ontology creation. The step Identification of Conversation 
Specificc Concepts takes as input the agent communication meta ontology, conversation domain, agent role, 
performativee and protocol ontologies. The result of this step is (technically) an object diagram that shows the needed 
conceptss for a conversation. The step specification of conversation specific concepts takes the object diagram and 
aa selection of external ontologies as input. The result is a message content ontology represented as a class diagram. 
Wheree applicable, links to figures, tables or examples in this chapter are given. 

Inn the next two sections, we discuss identification of conversation specific concepts and speci-
ficationfication of conversation specific concepts in detail. 

6.3.4.11 Identification of Conversation Specific Concepts 

Conversationn specific concepts are defined based on generic classes of the Agent Communication 
Metaa Ontology. In order to illustrate the process of creating the required classes of a message 
contentt ontology, we define an example in an electronic commerce domain, because it is a pop-
ularr domain for agent systems [Luck et al., 2003]. Agents can represent parties that want to do 
business,, such as buying and selling items. Both the buying agent and the selling agent will try to 
negotiatee in order to get the best deal. An example of a negotiation is bargaining for the price of a 
CDD in a musicshop. 
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Inn our example, we start with defining roles needed for CD bargaining: buyer and seller. The 
buyerr role has as goal to buy a CD for a reasonable price. The role of seller is to sell as many CDs 
ass possible. In order to have the two roles negotiate with each other, we defined two protocols: 
cdNegotiationBuyy and cdNegotiationSell. The first protocol is coupled to the buyer and allows 
thee performatives: ask, buy, reject and abort. The second protocol is coupled to the seller and 
allowss the performatives: offer and abort. The performative ask is used by the buyer to start a 
negotiationn by asking for the price of CD. The seller can offer a price, which the buyer can accept 
byy using buy or continue the negotiation by using reject. Both roles can break off the negotiation 
byy using the performative abort. The domain concepts involved are CD and price. The concept 
CDD refers to the item subject of negotiation. The concept price refers to the argumentation used 
inn the negotiation. 

Thee instantiation of the required conversation specific concepts is illustrated in Figure 6.4. 
Thiss object diagram shows the required conversation specific concepts for the musicshop exam-
ple,, as instances of the Agent Communication Meta Ontology (e.g. the object CD is an instance 
off  the metaclass Concept). The name of an object is composed of the identification of an ob-
ject,, followed by the name of the metaclass (e.g. Concept, Directive, Negotiate and AgentRole). 
Forr example, the object Buy is an instance of the metaclass Representative. The relations be-
tweenn the objects are inherited from the Agent Communication Meta Ontology. As illustrated 
inn Figure 6.1, the relation between AgentRole and Negotiation (which is of type Protocol) is 
allowedd protocol. The relations between the Protocols and the directives, commissive and 
representativee (which are of type Performative is allowed performative. The relation between 
thee Performatives and the Concepts is of type allowed concept. 

Conversation n 
Domain n 
Ontology y 

cd;; Concept 

Performative e 
Ontology y 

huvv : RenmsBtitativB 

reject:reject: Rmrnsentativfi 

ahnrtt • Rpprpcpntatiua 

Protocol l 
Ontology y 

cdNeaoliationBtivv : Negotiate 

rflMpgntiatinnSclll Mpflntiata 

Agentt Role 
Ontology y 

Figuree 6.4 
Objectt diagram showing the conversation-specific concepts as instances of the agent communication meta ontology. 
Thee placements of the object resemblances the sequence of metaclass place placement in Fig. 6.1. From left to right, 
thee sequence is Concept, type of Performative, type of Protocols and AgentRole. The name of an object is composed 
off  the identification of an object, followed by the name of the metaclass. The object CD is an instance of metaclass 
Concept.. The relations between the objects are inherited from the agent communication meta ontology, see Figure 6.1. 
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6.3.4.22 Specification of Conversation Specific Concepts 

Inn order to make the switch from the metalevel to the domain level, we map the defined instances 
off  the Reference Model onto classes. For example, the instances defined in Figure 6.4 are mapped 
onn the classes in Figure 6.5. The purpose of this step is to elaborate (i.e. make the generic classes 
specific)) on the definition of the conversation specific concepts in terms of properties (or attributes) 
andd relations. We refer to [Noy and McGuinness, 2001] for ways to define the properties of these 
classes.. The resulting class diagram is illustrated in Figure 6.5. 

Musicshop p 
Messagee Content Ontology 

CD D 

+title[1]:: String 
+artisl[1]] : String 
+content[ll . . * ] : CDCatalog.Track 

Ask k 

1 1 

Buy y 

+payement[ll;; Cyc.Wonder-Tender-Type 

Reject t 

II J 9 

cdNegotiationBu y y 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

Price e 

+value[1]:: float 
+currency[1):: Currency. CurrencyCode 

Abor t t 

+reason[l]:: String 

Offer r 

+validity[1]] : Date 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

Buyer r 

+localName[1]] : String 
+aid[1]:: AgentManagement.AID 
+represents[1]] : LegalEntity 

Seller r 

+localName[1]] : Siring 
+aid[1]:: AgentManagement.AID 
+represents[1]] : LegalEntity 

cdNegotiationSel l l 

1 1 

Figuree 6.5 
Classs diagram showing the design of the Musicshop Message Content Ontology. The attribute types which contain 
aa dot refer to imported types. For example, in class CD, the member content is of type Track imported from the 
ontologyy CDCatalog. There is no explicit relation defined between the concepts CD and Price, because they are not 
coupledd within conversations. This means that the two concepts are not used within one utterance. The two concepts 
aree implicitly related via the performatives Ask, Buy, Offer and Reject. 

Forr our example, the concept CD is equipped with the attributes title, artist and content. 
Thee attribute content is described using the concept Track for individual track identification. The 
conceptt Track is imported from the ontology for a catalog system for a classical music compact 
discc publisher [Cranefield and Purvis, 1999]. We refer to this ontology by "CDCatalog". Other 
wayss to identify products in an electronic commerce setting are defined in Section 6.3.3. An 
alternativee to the CDCatalog is the Music Domain Ontology, which contains concepts that can be 
usedd to describe music and/or songs on the basis of composer, musical instruments, musicians and 
style14. . 

Thee concept price contains the attributes value and currency. The currency attribute is of 
typee CurrencyCode, which is imported from the currency ontology that specifies the "three letter 

l4See,, www.daml.org/ontologies/276 

http://www.daml.org/ontologies/276
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currencyy codes" as defined by ISO 421715. Given this attribute, the agents involved could use the 
abovee described currency conversation service. 

Thee performative Buy makes use of the attribute payment of type Money-Tender-Type, 
whichh is imported from the Cyc upper level ontology16. This concept defines types of the payment 
form,, such as credit card, cash and cyber coin. When the buyer wants to actually buy a CD, the 
buyerr can also negotiate on the way of payment. 

Inn order to summarize the process from Agent Communication Meta Ontology to message 
contentt ontology, we have described a "trace" in Figure 6.6. As shown, the class buy is an instan-
tiationn of the class Representative from the Performative Ontology. The class Representative 
iss an instance of the metaclass Performative from the Agent Communication Meta Ontology. The 
classs Buy makes use of the class Money-Tender-Type of the external ontology Cyc, to describe 
thee attribute payment. 

Agentt Communication 
Metaa Ontology 

«metaclass" " 
Performative e 

«instance» » 

Referencee Model 

Performative e 
Ontology y 

Representativ e e *---

Externall Ontology 
Cyc c 

Money-Tender-Typ e e 

«instance» » 

Musicshop p 
Messagee Content 
Ontology y 

Buy y 

«import»» 1 

Figuree 6.6 
Thee process from Agent Communication Meta Ontology to Message Content Ontology. As shown the class buy in the 
Messagee Content Ontology is an instantiation of the class Representative from the Performative Ontology. The class 
Representativee is an instance of the metaclass Performative from the Agent Communication Meta Ontology. 

6.3.55 Message Content Ontology Application 

Inn order to discuss a message content ontology in action, we show how agents apply the musicshop 
ontology.. In an ideal world, we can assume that all agents are capable of handling imported parts 
off  message content ontologies. Problems related to ontology integration include mapping between 
differentt types of languages, versions of ontologies and levels of detail. For a discussion on the use 
off  ontologies we refer to [Uschold and Griininger, 1996]. Furthermore, we assume that the agents 
aree FIPA-Compliant, meaning that they have registered themselves at an agent platform and know 
howw to consult a platform's DF (directory facilitator, i.e. an agent platform's yellow pages). 

15seee www.daml.ecs.soton.ac.uk/ont/currency.daml 
"Thee Cyc upper ontology is reused in the HPKB-UPPER-LEVEL ontology. The Cyc ontology can be found at 

www.cyc.com. . 

http://www.daml.ecs.soton.ac.uk/ont/currency.daml
http://www.cyc.com
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Beloww a part of a conversation is given, which is composed of four stages. The conversation 
inn the third stage makes use of the Musicshop message content ontology. In the first stage, where 
agentt B consults the DF to find an agent that represents a CDshop, the FD?A Agent Management 
Messagee Content Ontology (see also Section 6.3) is used. Then, agent B starts a negotiation 
withh agent S (the agent suggested by the DF) on how to follow the message content ontology. 
Thiss part of the conversation is based on the negotiation protocol and makes use of the Execution 
NegotiationNegotiation Message Content Ontology. Next, the agents start the actual negotiation by arguing 
onn the price of a CD on basis of the Musicshop ontology and the negotiation protocol. Finally, the 
agentss argue on the actual payment using the Payment Negotiation Message Content Ontology. 
Wee added the Execution Negotiation and Payment Negotiation Message Content Ontologies to 
illustratee how agents can switch between multiple message content ontologies. 

1:1: service location (using the FIPA Agent Management Message Content Ontology) 
®® agent B to DF: (Search (service-description :type "CDShop")) 
®® DF to agent B: (Agree (Search (service-description :type "CDShop"))) 
<S>> DF to agent B: (Result (AID name: "agent S")) 

2:2: execution negotiation (using the Execution Negotiation Message Content Ontology) 
3)) agent B to agent S: (Ask (Ontology)) 
@@ agent S to agent B: (Answer (Ontology name: "Musicshop")) 
®® agent B to agent S: (Tell (Role name: "buyer")) 
®® agent S to agent B: (Tell (Role name: "seller")) 

3:3: actual negotiation (using the MusicShop Message Content Ontology) 
(£)) buyer to seller: (Ask (CD :title "the best of' :artist "Paolo Conte")) 
®® seller to buyer: (Offer (Price :value "19.90" xurrency "EUR") validity "18/02/2004") 
®® buyer to seller: (Reject :reason "price too high") 
®® seller to buyer: (Offer (Price :value "18.50" currency "EUR") validity "18/02/2004") 
®® buyer to seller: (Reject :reason "price too high") 
®® seller to buyer: (Offer (Price :value "18.00" currency "EUR") validity "18/02/2004") 
®® buyer to seller: (Buy (CD :title "the best of' :artist "Paolo Conte") :payment "credit-card" ) 

4:4: payment negotiation (using the Payment Negotiation Message Content Ontology) 
®® seller to buyer: (Ask (CreditCard)) 
d>> buyer to seller: (Offer (CreditCard :number "1111 2222 3333 4444" :validity "1203")) 
®® seller to buyer: (Reject :reason "credit card not valid") 
®® buyer to seller: (Offer (CreditCard :number "2222 3333 4444 5555" ivalidity "0105")) 
®® seller to buyer: (Accept :comment "CD wil l be delivered within 1 week") 

Inn the first stage, agent B sends message ® to the agent platform's DF to search for an agent 
thatt offers services belonging to the "CDshop" domain. After a lookup in the DF's repository, the 
DFF suggests to contact agent S with message <D. The conversation between the DF and agent S, 
aree based on the Agent Management Ontology, see Section 6.3.3 and [FIPA, 2002c]. The applied 
protocoll  in this conversation is the Request-Protocol. 

Inn the second stage, agent B and agent S start a discussion on how to perform the negotiation. 
Twoo decisions are made: one on the message content ontology (see messages <S) and <D) to apply 
andd on the division of roles (see messages ® and ®). From here on agent B plays the role of 
"buyer""  and agent S plays the role of "seller". More work on ontology negotiation can be found 
inn [Bailin and Truszkowski, 2001]. Here we assume that the imported ontologies used in the mu-
sicshopp ontology are available (e.g. via an online ontology repository). If not, the agents should be 
capablee of finding a substitute ontology or can decide to stop the negotiation. In addition, version 
problemss have to be solved. For example, agent A and agent S make use of different versions of 
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thee musicshop ontology or one or more of the imported ontologies. We assume that the agents are 
capablee of detecting version problems and are capable of resolving it, by upgrading to a common 
version.. There can also be problems related to the level of detail of the imported ontologies. For 
example,, one attribute can be of a type in an upper ontology and another in an application ontol-
ogy.. In this case, we assume that the agents are capable of building mappings or bridges between 
levelss of detail. The applied protocol in this conversation is the negotiation-protocol. 

Inn the third stage, the buyer begins the actual negotiation, based on the Musicshop ontology 
andd the negotiation-protocol. The negotiation starts with message ® using the action Ask com-
binedd with the concept CD to ask for an offer of the seller. The seller responds with message @, 
whichh has the action Offer including a validity attribute and the object Price. The validity attribute 
iss used to refer to the validity of the offer for this particular CD. Next, the buyer sends message 
CDD containing the action Reject and a reason, in order to reject the offer. The seller responds 
withh message ® containing a new Offer, which is rejected by message ®. The offer in and ® is 
acceptedd by the buyer, and sends message ® to the seller, which contains the action Buy. 

Finally,, in the fourth stage, the seller and buyer try to settle the payment, which is based on 
thee negotiation-protocol. As shown, the seller asks the buyer for details on the selected payment 
form,, i.e. "credit card". The first answer of the buyer is rejected due to an invalid credit card. The 
secondd answer of the buyer is accepted and a delivery date is offered. 

6.3.66 Agent Design 

Inn Table 6.4, a 5C model of the buyer agent is shown. In order to perform the conversation 
describedd above, the communication model has to be able to interact with other agents, such as 
sellers,, based on available message content ontologies. The environment model will search for 
otherr agents (such as the seller agent), store details on known agents and manage contracts (such 
ass the promise to buy a CD) with other agents. The self model contains the role of the agent, 
i.e.. Buyer and instructs the planner model to behave accordingly. The planner model will select 
thee appropriate taks based on the instructions of the self model. Finally, the competence model 
decidess on offers from the seller and can make payments. Furthermore, it has details on the current 
offerr and on available payment forms. 

model l 
communication communication 

competence competence 
self self 
planner planner 
environment environment 

function n 
executionn negotiation, actual negotiation, 
paymentt negotiation 

decidee on offer, make payments 
determinee role, instruct planner 
taskk selection, plan tasks 
searchh for sellers, manage contracts 

domain n 
FIPAA Agent Management, Execution Negotiation, 
MusicShopp and Payment Negotiation 
Messagee Content Ontology 
currentt offer, available payment forms 
buyerr role 
agent'ss agenda 
knownn agents 

Tablee 6.4 
Thee five models of the buyer agent (according to the 5C Model) representing the its capabilities split up in function and 
domain. . 
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Ass shown, all 5 models of the 5C model are needed for agents interacting on the basis of 
thee Reference Model. One of the reasons for this overhead is due to pre-negotiation discussion. 
Agentss first have to decide what message content ontology to use and how to divide the agent roles 
(ass illustrated in phase 2 in the conversation discussed above). This possibility is appealing for 
aa system based on "Mutual Adjustment", see Section 3.3.3 (p.51). When using this coordination 
strategy,, the agent role ontology will contain explicit notion of roles, which are necessary, when 
agentss are capable of changing roles. 

6.44 Operationalization of Ontology-based Communication 

Inn the previous section we presented a framework containing a Reference Model. In this section, 
wee argue that not all parts of the Reference Model are always required for agent communication. 
Forr example, the agent role ontology is meant to model more elaborate roles, such as Manager and 
Operator.. One of the reasons to distribute the task of a system is to separate responsibilities, which 
aree connected to roles. Given, the current state of the art in agent technology, agent designers often 
choosee to have agents commit to one role, e.g. Broker, Librarian, Manager or Operator. Therefore, 
givenn the current state of the art, the use of agent roles can be seen as superfluous. Consequently, 
thee relation between protocols and agent roles can become redundant. For example, in the case 
off  the FIPA Agent Management Ontology, visiting agents already know the existence of the AMS 
andd the DF. Even registration procedures (with the AMS and the DF) are hardwired in agent tool 
kitss as two separate agents [Bellifemine et al., 2003]. 

Mostt agents at this moment are relatively simple, in terms of reasoning power. One 
reasonn for that is that implementing agents with traditional AI languages is problem-
aticc [Labrou et al., 1999]17. A lot of existing tools such as JADE are designed in Java, because 
off  its popularity and of the availability of reusable components. Furthermore, more low level 
standardizationn has to be realized [Luck et al., 2003]. 

Thee role of a Reference Model is to provide means for agents and agent engineers to reason 
aboutt ontology-based agent communication. Therefore, we propose to use a Minimal Ontology, 
whichh only defines conversation specific concepts. The Minimal Ontology is discussed in detail 
inn Section 6.4.1.1. When designing relative simple agents using the current state of the art, the 
Minimall  Ontology can be applied. 

Inn the remainder of this section, we answer the following two questions: How can ontologies 
forfor message content be designed? and How can messages be generated and interpreted, both 
onon the basis of a Minimal Ontology? The first question is related to ontology modeling. Typical 
issuess related to ontology modeling are, domain of interest, knowledge to be stored in the ontology 
andd the maintenance of the ontology [Noy and McGuinness, 2001]. The second question is related 
too the application of the ontology. In this case, ontologies are used to support relatively simple 
conversationss between relative simple agents. These conversations are built up out of multiple 
messages,, which can contain questions, answers, offers and so forth. 

6.4.11 Message Content Ontology Implementation 

Inn this section we present the minimal agent communication ontology. Followed by a method to 
definee message content ontologies based on the Minimal Ontology. Next, we discuss how message 

17Althoughh this claim originates from 1999, littl e is known on agents with considerable reasoning power, such as 
learningg and reasoning on different types of ontologies and knowledge 
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contentt ontologies can be mapped onto an implementation language. Finally, we discuss issues 
relatedd to message content ontology creation. 

6.4.1.11 Minimal Agent communication ontology 

Thee minimal agent communication ontology18, presented, is preliminary and contains only basic 
conceptss and relations based on the Agent Communication Meta Ontology. The idea is, that when 
wee gained enough experience with this Minimal Ontology, and possible conversations, extensions 
inn the direction of the Reference Model can be made. The trade-off is between expressive power 
andd usability. A Minimal Ontology that is very expressive may not be easy to use. For example, a 
Minimall  Ontology could demand that the state of an agent and the overall goals of the system have 
too be specified. The idea could be that the sending agent, specifies its internal state and denotes 
forr what goal a message is sent. This could lead to an overload of information, where the agents 
spendd more time on processing information than on its actual task. 

Ass mentioned above, FIPA has specified ontology-based communication, in which the seman-
ticss of message contents is specified in message content ontologies. The JADE toolkit has im-
plementedd the FIPA specifications'9. The ontology handling functionalities within this toolkit are 
extendedd to explicit ontology handling. JADE is Java oriented, therefore ontology specifications 
havee to be expressed in Java code. This code will be part of the agent. 

Everyy concept in an ontology has to be defined as a Java Bean. A Java Bean is a special type 
off  a Java class, which adheres to a specific design. A Java Bean has members (i.e. attributes) that 
cann be written with a s et operation and be read with a get operation or an i s operation20. An 
examplee of a Java Bean is given in Figure 6.7. 

Onee of the content languages FIPA has described and for which tools are available is FIPA-
SLO211 [FIPA, 2002i]. The SLO representation of this class is (CD :name "the best of" :artist 
"Paoloo Conte"). We focus on the creation of the ontologies and use the SLO format to describe 
exampless of the content of messages. 

Forr every sent message, a translation from the internal Java instances to SLO, has to be made. 
Forr every received message, a translation from SLO representation to internal Java instances has to 
bee made. A more elegant alternativee functionality is to manipulate ontologies as external resources 
expressedd in SLO. However, no concrete implementation of a SLO knowledge base is available. 

Thee JADE toolkit offers limited ontology manipulation, we follow its (limited) view on on-
tologies.. The reason for this is that a lot of agent engineers use the toolkit to develop agents in. 
Withinn the JADE toolkit, there are a limited number of basic ontological classes22 with corre-
spondingg concepts that can form the basis of a Minimal Ontology. The candidate elements of the 
Minimall  Ontology are Concept and Action, because they correspond with the domain concept and 
performativeperformative from our Reference Model. We neglect the notion of role and protocol in order to 
keepp the ontology minimal. 

AA  Concept is a superclass of the domain concepts that are subject of discussion, such as good, 
price,, person, and address. This element refers to the conversation domain ontology. A Concept 
hass properties that can have values. For example, a CD can have the properties title and artist 
instantiatedd with the values "the best of' and "Paolo Conte". 

18Inn the remainder we refer to "minimal agent communication ontology" by "Minimal Ontology", 
"i tt has successfully passed so called interoperability tests held by FIPA, see http://jade.cselt.it. 
^Thee i s operation is used to check the value of boolean typed members. 
211 SLO is a subset of FIPA-SL. The syntax of SL is based on s-expressions used in LISP, which are balanced paren-

thesiss lists [Labrou et al., 1999]. 
"Thesee elements (i.e. Java classes) can be found in the jade .content package. 

http://jade.cselt.it
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publicc class CD extends Concept{ 
privatee String artist, title; 
privatee Collection tracks = new Collectionf); 
publicc void setArtist(String s) { artist = s;} 
publicc String getArtist() { return artist; } 
publicc void setTitle(String s) {title = s; } 
publicc String getTitle() { return title;} 
publicc void addTrack(Track t) {tracks.add(t);} 
publicc List getAIITracksO { return tracks;} 
publicc void removeTrack(Track t) {tracks.remove(t); } 
publicc void clearAIITracksO {tracks.clear();} 

} } 

CDD theCD = new CD(); 
theCD.setTitleOhee best of"); 
theCD.setArtist("Paoloo Conte"); 

Figuree 6.7 
Javaa bean class definition of the concept "CD" and a possible initialization. The first part of the code is the bean 
definition,, showing its members and set and get methods. The second part shows how parts of the bean are filled. 

Ann Action is a superclass of the intentions (or performatives) that can change the world. This 
elementt refers to the performatives of the performative ontology. Examples of actions are sell, 
offer,, ask, tell, propose and buy. 

Everyy Action contains at least one Concept. This means that every action is coupled to one 
orr more objects in the world. For example, Buy is connected to a CD and offer is connected to 
aa price. Therefore, we include the relation AHowedConcept in the Minimal Ontology, to relate 
Conceptss to the Action class. 

Ann example message content ontology related to a musicshop is illustrated in Figure 6.8. As 
illustratedd the conversation specific concepts are defined as abstract classes (i.e. the classes printed 
inn italic letters) and not as meta classes. The reason for this is to keep the creation of message 
contentt ontologies less complicated compared to the Agent Communication Meta Ontology. We 
cann already see, a drawback of the Minimal Ontology, because, it does not include the possibility 
too define axioms and rules. For example, the rule that the seller has to respond with the action 
Offerr after receiving an action Ask, cannot easily be modeled in the ontology. 

Inn the remainder of this section, we discuss a tool that is a first attempt to automate agent 
coding.. With the use of Protégé message content ontologies can be defined based on the Minimal 
Ontology.. The ontologies defined within Protégé can be translated to Java code, which can be 
usedd for buildings agents with the JADE toolkit. 

6.4.1.22 Defining Message Content Ontologies 

Definingg a message content ontology means specializing the elements of the Minimal Ontology. In 
orderr to be able to use the current ontology editors to design our Minimal Ontology we decided to 
complyy with the OKBC knowledge model, used in Protégé 2000, Protégé 2000 is a commonly used 
ontologyy editor, which enables engineers to graphically model ontologies. Furthermore, additional 
functionalityy and storage formats can be "plugged in" into the system. An ontology within Protégé 
iss based on a frame-based (OKBC) knowledge model [Noy et al., 2000]. Therefore, ontologies 
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Figuree 6.8 
Musicshopp Message Content Ontology for a conversation in a CD shop (see also Figure 6.5 (p. 132)), based on the 
Minimall  Ontology. The first class citizens of the Minimal Ontology are represented as abstract classes, which are 
printedd in italic letters. The associations between classes of type Action and Concept are of type AllowedConcept. 
Theree is no explicit relation defined between the concepts CD and Price, for the same reason described in the caption 
inn Figure 6.5 (p. 132). 

modeledd with this tool, can be mapped onto Java structures. 
Thee ontology model of Protégé consists of classes, slots and slot facets [Noy et al., 2000]. 

Classess are concepts in the domain of discourse, with which a taxonomie hierarchy can be con-
structed.. Slots describe properties or attributes of these classes. A slot in itself is a frame that has 
aa type. This can be a primitive class, like String, Integer and Float, or an instance of another class. 
Furthermore,, a slot has a value. Slot facets (see Table 6.5) describe properties (or constraints) of 
slots. . 

FacetFacet Description Examples 

cardinalityy of a slot the number of values the slot can have. class person can only have one father (c = 1), 
i.e.. 0,1,N. class father can have multiple children (c = iV). 

allowedd values restriction of the value type of a slot. Integer, String, Instance of a class. 
numericc boundaries the minimum and maximum value the slot age is between 0 and 150. 

forr a numeric slot 
requiredd or optional whether a slot is required or not the slot name is required for the class person. 

Tablee 6.5 
Facetss of the slots part of ontologies within Protégé including description and examples. 
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Thee design of the musicshop ontology is given in Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.8. As shown the 
conceptt CD has three slots: title, artist and tracks. The slots title and artist are modeled as String, 
aree required and the cardinality is single. This means that every instance of CD, such as the Paolo 
Conte'ss CD, needs exactly one title and artist. We also added the slot tracks, to define the content 
off  a CD. The slot is defined as multiple instances, which means that the slot refers to a collection 
(sequence)) of instances of the type Track. Each class Track has the slots title and duration. 

Thee concept Price has two slots: value and currency. The slot value denotes the amount of 
thee price and currency the corresponding currency. In order to comply with the currency slot with 
internationall  standards, the values of this slot could be restricted to an ontology that has defined 
internall  currency codes. The International Organization for Standardization (ISO), a worldwide 
federationn of national standards bodies, has specified the ISO 4217 standard, which contains global 
currenciess and the three-character currency codes that are generally used to represent them23. In 
orderr to keep the ontology simple, this step is omitted by only considering EUROs, which is 
representedd by "EUR". 

Inn order to have the agents discuss on CDs in a musicshop setting, four Action types were 
modeled:: Buy, Ask, Reject and Offer. These actions can be used to negotiate on the price of 
CDs.. The actions correspond with the implicit performatives defined in Section 6.3.4. 
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Screenshott from Protégé containing the Musicshop Message Content Ontology based on the Minimal Ontology. 

Onee of the advantages of the Protégé tool is that other ontologies can be imported. Reposito-
riess of existing ontologies ranging from Biological domains to market place product and service 
descriptions,, can be found at the Protégé community page and at the DAML site24. The languages 
usedd to represent these ontologies can range from XML, RDF, DAML-OIL , XMI , SQL to UML. 

See,, www.xe.com/iso4217.htm 

See,, http://protege.stanford.edu/ontologies.html and www.daml.org/data 

http://tasui.cs
http://www.xe.com/iso4217.htm
http://protege.stanford.edu/ontologies.html
http://www.daml.org/data
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6.4.1.33 Mapping from Ontologies Design to Java Beans 

Too support the agent engineer in creating and using message content ontologies, we developed a 
plug-inn for the Protégé 2000 environment called the Bean Generator. With this plug-in, a domain 
ontologyy within Protégé can be developed and exported to Java beans. 

Thee translation from Protégé knowledge base to Java Beans works as follows: Every class 
inn the Minimal Ontology, i.e. Concept and Ac t ion is the basis for the generation of a Java 
class.. The taxonomie structure (i.e. inheritance relations) of the domain model is mapped on 
thee inheritance capabilities of Java. Therefore if SI is a super-schema of S2 then the class C2 
associatedd to schema S2 must e x t e nd the class CI. Slots of a Class are associated with data 
memberss of the Java Bean associated with the Class. If the type of the slot is a primitive class, like 
String,, Integer or Float, then the Bean Generator maps them onto their Java equivalents, otherwise 
thee member of the class is defined as an instance of the corresponding Java class. If the cardinality 
iss higher than one, a class of type C o l l e c t i o n2 5 is used. 

Thee methods for generating Java classes from an ontology design is given in Figure 6.10. 
Inn Protégé an ontology is represented as a knowledge base, i.e. the collection of classes, slots 
andd facets. Starting from this knowledge base, the method generate is called. This method 
firstfirst generates an ontology mapping file, as given in Figure 6.11. Next, it adds schemas to the 
ontology-mappingg file and generate beans for every subclass of the classes Concept and Action. 

Thee addToSchema method adds the definition of a class in terms of a Schema. Next, it adds 
fieldsfields to the schema that define the slots and their facets. As shown in Figure 6.11, the schemas 
forr the concepts Track and CD are added. Furthermore, the fields for the cdSchema are specified 
includingg their type, cardinality and whether they are mandatory or not. 

Thee generateBean method creates a file (i.e. a Java bean) according to the class name. The 
fil ee is filled with a bean definition and the slots of the class. This definition expresses the inher-
itancee relation of the bean. For example, the inheritance relation between the class CD and the 
classs Concept, is expressed in Java by class CD extends Concept as illustrated in Figure 6.7. 

Forr every slot in the class, a translation from Protégé type to Java type is made26. Next, the 
attributee definition and its associated getter and setter are added. For example for the slot "title", 
thee member specification String title is added and the method getTitleQ and setTitle(). 

Discussionn On the basis of the generated Java beans and the ontology-mapping file, agents can 
translatee internal Java instances into message contents and vice versa. Therefore, the agents do 
nott need an inference engine that can reason about message content. This can make agents simple 
andd small (i.e. a light footprint27). One way to look at this, is that many agents will not have to be 
ablee to reason on the knowledge level, because they have to perform relatively simple tasks, such 
ass information retrieval and gathering. 

Onee of die disadvantages of this approach is, that the ontology handling is rather static. If 
somethingg in an ontology changes (e.g. due to maintenance), the internals of the agent have to be 
altered.. Furthermore, it is rather complex to insert new ontologies at runtime. This means that the 
internalss of the agent have to be altered in runtime, with for example reflection. An alternative 
wouldd be that the agent is equipped with an inference engine and a ontology knowledge base that 
cann be altered at runtime. 

25Thee class Collection is only an interface. The class java.utiLArrayList actually implements the class Collection. 
MMostt types, such as String and Float can be mapped directly. However, the ANY type is mapped onto object and 

symboll  is mapped on String. 
277 Actual size of the agent expressed in bytes. 
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publicc class BeanGenerator { 
privatee String ontologyName, package; 
privatee File ontologyMapping; 

publicc void generate(KnowledgeBase kb) { 
ontologyMappingg = generateFile(ontologyName + ".Java"); 
(forr every superclass in { Concept, Action } ) { 

(forr every candidate in kb.getCls(superclass).getSubClasses()) { 
addToScheme(candidate); ; 
generateBean(candidate); ; 

} } 
} } 

} } 
publicc void addToScheme(Cls els) { 

(forr every slot in Cls.getDirectSlots()) { 
Stringg attributeType = translateFromProtegeToJava(slot.getType()); 
addScheme(ontologyMapping,, slot.getName(), attributeType); 
addSlotToScheme(ontologyMapping,, slot.getName{), attributeType); 

} } 
} } 
publicc void generateBean(Cls els) { 

Filee f = generateFile(cls.getName + "Java"); 
generateBeanDefinition(f,, cIs.getTypeO); 
(forr every slot in Cls.getDirectSlots()) { 

Stringg attributeType = translateFromProtegeToJava(slot.getType()); 
addMember(f,, slot.getName(), attributeType); 
addSetter(f,, slot.getName(), attributeType); 
addGetter(f,, slot.getName(), attributeType); 

} } 
} } 

}} ' " 

Figuree 6.10 
Simplifiedd Java code for generating the "ontology mapping file" and accompagnied Java beans. 

6.4.22 Message Content Ontology Application 

Inn this section, we discuss how agents can generate and interpret the content of messages. Content 
generationn is described using the content encoding process. Content interpretation is described 
usingg the content decoding process. 

6.4.2.11 Content Encoding 

Theree are two basic reasons for an agent to send a message. First, to start a conversation, such as 
askingg for the price of a CD. Secondly to participate in a conversation, such as responding to a 
question.. In both cases, the agents have to make translations from its internal state (i.e. collection 
off  java instances) to an ACL languages, such as SLO. Translations can be made with an encoder. 

Ann encoder is a service that can translate a piece of information from one format to another. 
Thee algorithm of the encoder that takes care of Java instances translation to an ACL is given 
inn Figure 6.12. As described, the method generateFrames generates a (sub) frame for every 
memberr of the object. For example, for an instance of the action, Offer, a frame (in this case 
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publi cc  clas s MusicShopOntology extend s BasicOntotogy { 
//vocabulary //vocabulary 
publi cc  stati c final  String CD_ARTIST="artist"; 
publi cc  stati c final  String CD.TRACKS="tracks"; 
publi cc  stati c final  String CD.TITLE="titlen; 
publi cc  stati c final  String CD="CD"; 
publi cc  stati c final  String TRACK="track"; 

publi cc  MusicShopOntologyO { 

//concepts //concepts 
ConceptSchemee trackScheme = new ConceptScheme(TRACK); 
add(trackScheme,, musicshop.Track.class); 
ConceptSchemee cdScheme = new ConceptScheme(CD); 
add(cdScheme,, musicshop.CD.class); 

//fields //fields 
cdScheme.add(CD_TITLE,, getScheme(STRING), MANDATORY); 
cdScheme.add(CD_TRACKS,, trackScheme, 1, UNLIMITED); 
cdScheme.add(CD_ARTIST,getScrteme(STRING),MANDATORY); ; 

f f 
} } 

Figuree 6.11 
Partt of the "ontology mapping file" (expressed in Java code) for the Musicshop Message Content Ontology, generated 
byy the Beangenerator. The first part of the file defines the vocabulary of the ontology. Next, the schemas for the 
conceptss Track and CD are added. Finally, the members for schemas are specified including their type, cardinality 
andd whether they are mandatory or not. 

expressedd in SLO) is generated which takes the form (Offer (Price lvalue e :currency c) :validity 
v).. In order to fill  the values of the slots of the frame, the method fillFrame is called. This function 
checkss whether a member is of a primitiveType, such as String, Float and Boolean, or a complex 
type.. For every complex type, such as Price, a new (sub)frame is generated. 

Basedd on the language, represented by CurrentLanguage, and the ontology mapping file, 
representedd by currentOntology, the appropriate parts of the content are written. When using 
SLO,, the Price concept is represented by (Price :value "19.90" rcurrency "EUR"). Using XML, 
thee concept Price is representedd as <Pr i ce v a l u e = " 1 9. 90" currency="EURn/>. 

6.4.2.22 Content Decoding 

Whenn an agent receives a message, the content has to be translated into the internal model of the 
agent.. For example, when receiving a message filled with the content: (Offer :id 1 (Price lvalue 
"19.90""  icurrency "EUR")) the appropriate instances have to be generated. In this case, instances 
off  the class Offer and Price are generated. The service that takes care of the translation from 
contentt language to internal models, is called the decoder. The algorithm of the decoder is given 
inn Figure 6.13. 

Ass shown, the method decode takes a String representation of the content of a message as 
input.. It first parses the content into elements, such as frame definition, slot definition and slot 
value.. Then it calls the method generateObjects. This method generates an Object belonging to 
thee first frame definition in the content. For example, for the frame definition of Offer, an object 
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publicc class Encode { 
privatee Ontology currentOntology; 
privatee Language currentLanguage; 

publicc String encode(Object obj) { 
returnn generateFrames(obj); 

} } 
publicc String generateFrames(Object obj) { 

Stringg result = currentOntology.generateFrame(obj.getClass()); 
(forr every member in obj) result.append( fillFrame(member)); 
returnn result; 

} } 
publicc string fillFrame(Member member) { 

iff (member.getTypeO in currentOntology.primitiveTypes) value = member.getValue(); 
elsee value = generateFrames( member.getValue()); 
returnn currentLanguage.translate(value); 

} } 

}} " 

Figuree 6.12 
Simplifiedd Java code for generating (i.e. encoding) the content of a message. 

Off  f er is instantiated. Next, the member of this object is filled with the method fillAttribute. 

Thee method fillAttribute, takes a slot and an object as input. The method checks whether the 
slott is of a primitive type, such as String, Float and Boolean, or of a complex type. When the slot 
iss of a complex type, the method generateObjectS is called, in order to acquire a reference to one 
orr more new objects. Finally, the appropriate getter method is invoked, to fill  the value of the slot 
withh either a value or references to other objects. 

Discussionn The above described encoding and decoding methods are necessary for agents that 
aree not equipped with an inference engine. If the agents were equipped with an inference engine, 
thee state of the agent could be stored in an explicit knowledge base. The operations on this know-
ledgee base necessary for communication take care of message composition and decomposition. 

Thee question remains, when to apply the described encoding and decoding mechanism and 
whenn to equip an agent with an inference engine. Several criteria can be considered, such as 
speed,, size and flexibility.  Speed can be seen as the time needed to develop an agent and the time 
neededd to perform a communicative act. 

Ann agent equipped with an inference engine and an explicit knowledge base is likely to be 
largerr then an agent equipped with the ontology mapping process. These criteria can be considered 
whenn working with mobile agents and agents on mobile devices. In agent transport, one wants to 
keepp the footprint of agents as small as possible. On mobile devices, there is only a limited size 
forr storage and limited speed for operation. 

Whenn compiling an ontology into the actual agent, it is harder to alter die ontology. This means 
stoppingg the agent, generating a new ontology, compile and deploying the agent, and restarting. A 
knowledgee base is easier to manipulate and it can be transported to other agents. 
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publi cc  class Decode { 
privat ee Ontology currentOntology; 
privat ee Language currentLanguage; 

publi cc  Object decode(String content) { 
Elementss elements = currentLanguage.parseLine(content); 
retur nn  generateObjects(elements); 

} } 
functio nn  Object generateObjects(Elements elements) { 

Objectt result = currentOntology.generateObject(elements.next()); 
(fo rr  every slott in elements) fillAttribute{slot, result); 
returnn result; 

} } 
publi cc  void fillAttribute(Slot slot, Object result) { 

iff  (slot.getTypeO in primitiveTypes) slotValue = slot.getValue(); 
elsee slotValue = generateObjects( slot.getValue()); 
invokeMethod(result,, "set" + slot.getName(), slotValue); 

} } 

}} " 

Figuree 6.13 
Simplifiedd Java code for interpreting (i.e. decoding) the content of a received message. 

6.4.33 Application of Bean Generator 

Thee use of the Bean Generator has been reported in a number of publications and applications. 
Onee of them is the Financial Speller service, which provides financial reports (in textual form) 
containingg predictions concerning deposit or credit/investments, taking into account a fixed inter-
estt rate and payments, and three operations to calculate depreciation charges over the calculating 
interval28. . 

Thee Budapest Library Agent deals with book search and scans in the National Szchnyi Li-
braryy [Varga andHajna, 2003]. The agent holds a register of user preferences in the form of 
interestt records. On a daily basis, the agent checks if there are new books in the library and 
comparess them to interest records. If there is a match the agent sends an email to the user of the 
interestt record. The main concepts are interest record, bibliographic record and bibliographic 
query,, the main actions are related to registering and manipulating user interest, searching 
thee library and scanning for new material. 

Thee German research program "Intelligent Agents in Real-World Business Applications" is 
concernedd with the application of agents for business and economic related tasks29. One of the 
domainss modeled with the use of the is manufacturing logistics [Dinkloh and Nimis, 2003]. Typ-
icall  concepts in the manufacturing logistics domain are material, operations, machines and cycle 
andd assembly times30 [Frey et al., 2003]. 

Otherr not (yet) reported domains include information exchange at the Rotterdam Harbor, hos-
pitall  logistics, ontology negotiation and crisis management. 

'See,, http://sas.ilab.sztaki.hu/wsid 
'www.realagents.org g 
'See,, www.ipd.uka.de/KRASH/index.html 

http://sas.ilab.sztaki.hu/wsid
http://'www.realagents.org
http://www.ipd.uka.de/KRASH/index.html
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6.55 Legal Advisor 

Inn this section we show the application of the message content ontologies and the above described 
approachh in the domain of European Competition Law. We choose another domain then the Mu-
sicshopp in order to show the variety of message content ontologies. 

Europeann Competition Law focuses on determining what law system(s) and rules are appli-
cablee in case of international business. Law systems include for instance national competition 
laww and European competition law. Whereas rules include acts, statutes, regulations, directives, 
treaties,, etc. For example, a company from country A wants to take over a company situated in 
countryy B. The question then is, which laws and rules are applicable when doing business on an 
internationall  level? 

Theree are several methods to enable companies to determine which laws and/or rules are ap-
plicable.. One way is to look at the transaction amount of a take-over. This can determine whether 
Europeann Law or national law is applicable. Another way is to look at the impact of the take-
overr with regard to the (European) competition. This can determine whether this take-over can 
bee granted. Finally, does a take-over result in a dominant position of power with regard to the 
Europeann Competition. If so, the take-over might not be granted. 

Withh the project, we developed three types of agents, the law expert, personal law assistant and 
thee law services broker. The law expert can determine whether a specific law is applicable, based 
onn information and facts related to the location, the sort of agreement, etc. between companies. 
Thee personal law assistant assists end-users or other agents representing companies, to consult 
thee system. Finally, the law services broker forms the one-stop shop to other agents, by mediating 
betweenn the personal law assistant and the expert agents. 

Inn the remainder of this section, we discuss the architecture of the system, message content 
ontologyy design and a simple scenario. 

6.5.11 Architecture 

Thee system is composed of different types of agents: the law expert agent, the law services broker 
andd the personal law assistant. The multi-agent architecture is drawn in Figure 6.14. 

6.5.1.11 Law Expert Agent 

Thee law expert agents have the necessary knowledge about parts of European competition law. It 
meanss that they can reason about a part of a legal domain and exchange their finding with other 
agents.. The law expert agents are able to agree on certain legal practices applicable to the question 
posedd to them by the personal law assistant. In order to offer their services the agents register their 
competencess at the law services broker. The design of a law expert agent is given in Table 6.6. 

Thee first task of a law expert agent, i.e. register itself at the law services broker, is handled by 
thee environment model. This is comparable to the platform life-cycle as discussed in Section 3.4.1 
(p.54).. The law services broker uses the registrations of the law expert agents in order to select 
thee proper law expert agent that can solve the issues submitted by the personal law assistant. 
Thee second task is to provide answers to questions posed by the personal law assistant. The 
communicationn model is responsible for interaction with the law services broker and the personal 
lawlaw assistant on the basis of the Legaladvisor message content ontology. In the communication 
model,, the agent uses the decode and encode functions in order to read and write messages. When 
aa message is received, the agent first decodes this message from an ACL to the internal format of 
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personall law 
assistant t 

laww services 
broker r 

Figuree 6.14 
Thee Legal Advisor multi-agent architecture showing the agents involved: the law expert agent, the law services broker 
andd the personal law assistant, and their interactions. The law expert agent is drawn as a prototype for the the web 
expert,expert, the article expert and the rules expert. The "consultation" between the law expert agent and personal law 
assistantassistant are based on a sequence of Tell (of type directive) and Answer (of type representative) sequence, based on 
thee FIPA-Request protocol. 

thee agent, in this case Java instances. The communication model wil l dispatch the Java instances 
too the self model, which wil l instruct the planner. The planner model puts the task to provide 
consultationn to the personal law assistant in the agent's agenda. Finally, the competence model 
startss to give consultation to the personal law assistant. 

model l 

communication communication 

competence competence 
self self 
planner planner 
environment environment 

function n 

interactt with law services broker 
interactt with personal law assistant 
providee legal advise 
instructt planner 
taskk selection, plan tasks 
registerr at law services broker 

domain n 

Legaladvisorr message content ontology 

domainn knowledge 
lawlaw expert agent 
agent'ss agenda 
thee law services broker 

Tablee 6.6 
Thee five models of a generic law expert agent representing its capabilities split up in function and domain. The web 
expert,expert, the article expert and the rules expert only differ from each other on the basis of the task provide legal advise 
andd domain knowledge in the competence model. 

Threee types of law expert agents are defined: the web expert, the article expert and the rules 

expert.expert. The web expert agent is able to translate a question from the personal law assistant to 
aa query for a search engine (e.g. Google). To make sure that the results are within the required 
domain,, certain keywords, such as "law" are added to the search query. The technology used to 
wrapp around search engines is based on the html analysis language: WebL (see Section 5.5.1.2). 
Thee article expert is able to match a question from the personal law assistant to an XM L annotated 
sett of laws. We used an "ad hoc" article annotation. A formalized schema for annotation is 
METAlex31,, which is used in markup of legal sources, such as the Rome Statute, Belgian Income 
Taxx Law, Dutch Corporate Tax Law and Dutch Penal Code. 

311 www.metalex.nl 

http://www.metalex.nl
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Thee rules expert consults a SWI-Prolog-driven knowledge base, which is able to reason with 
aa set of production rules. If the reasoner has insufficient information about the legal situation, it 
sendss a message back, asking for more specific information. To be able to query the Prolog KB 
fromm within the agent, the JPL32 library is used. 

Afterr interviews with legal experts, it appeared that there are no knowledge bases available 
thatt cover European Law. The decision was made to use an available knowledge base, describing 
aa set of law articles about the "opium laws" in the Netherlands, provided by the Department of 
Computerr Science and Law of the University of Amsterdam33. 

6.5.1.22 Law Services Broker 

Thee law services broker functions as a central hub in the system, it has a notion of existing law 
expertexpert agents and is able to delegate questions to the law expert agents that are posed by the 
personalpersonal law assistant. Every law expert agent has to register at the law services broker. The 
"location""  of the law expert agents is maintained by the environment model. The "services" of the 
lawlaw expert agents is maintained by the competence model. 

Onn the basis of a matching strategy (such as pattern matching) and a question of a personal 
lawlaw assistant, the law services broker selects a law expert agent. The law services broker will 
delegatee a consul to the selected law expert agent. The design of a law services broker is given in 
Tablee 6.7. . 

model l 
communication communication 

competence competence 

self self 
planner planner 
environment environment 

function n 
interactt with personal law assistant 
interactt with law expert agents 
registerregister services of law expert agents 
matchh user question with service 
delegatee consult 
instructt planner 
taskk selection, plan tasks 
registerr law expert agents 

domain n 
Legaladvisorr message content ontology 

availablee service 
matchingg strategies 
typee of questions 
lawlaw services broker 
agent'ss agenda 
availablee law expert agents 

Tablee 6.7 
Thee five models of the law services broker representing its capabilities split up in function and domain. 

6.5.133 Personal Law Assistant 

Thee personal law assistant is the agent with whom the end-user of the system interacts. The 
communicationn models maintains a user profile of the user and processes interaction with the user. 
Furthermore,, this model interacts with the law services broker and law expert agents selected by 
thee law services broker on the basis of the Legaladvisor message content ontology. 

Thee competence model supports the user to consult the law services broker and law expert 
agents.agents. Based on answers a user has given to queries, the personal law assistant can provide 
domainn knowledge to law services broker and law expert agents. The answers of the law ex-
pertpert agents agents are presented as results to the user. This is operationalized by a web service 
whichh enables the user to provide its input. Furthermore, results of consults can be displayed. In 
Tablee 6.8, the design of the personal law assistants given. 

http://sourceforge.net/projects/jpl/ / 
'www.lri.jur.uva.nl l 

http://sourceforge.net/projects/jpl/
http://'www.lri.jur.uva.nl
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model l 
communication communication 

competence competence 

self self 
planner planner 
environment environment 

function n 
interactt with law services broker, 
interactt with law expert agents 
interactt with user 
consultt law services broker, consult law expert agent 
queryy users, present results 
instructt planner 
taskk selection, plan tasks 
locatee law services brokers 

domain n 
Legaladvisorr message content ontology 
userr profiles 

thee law services broker 
domainn knowledge 
personalpersonal law assistant 
agent'ss agenda 
lawlaw services brokers, law expert agent 

Tablee 6.8 
Thee five models of the personal law assistant. 

6.5.22 Message Content Ontology Design 

Byy combining the ontology design of the Protégé tool with the Bean Generator, it was possible 
too create a Java object hierarchy which is used by the agents in the system. We will now look at 
thee design of the LegalAdvisorOntology. A part of the ontology as designed in Protégé is given in 
Figuree 6.15. 

Thee LegalAdvisorOntology ontology contains a limited set of classes on the basis of the Min-
imall  Ontology, in order to balance the expressive power of the ontology and the competences of 
thee agents, which are in this case limited. Reason for this is that the agents have access to services 
withh limited functionalities. 

Conformingg to the Minimal Ontology, we first defined subclasses of type Action. These sub-
classess are Ask, AskYesNo, AskOption, Register, Consult, Delegate, Tell, TellYesNo and TellOption. 
Thee action Ask is applied by the expert agents to inquire information. This action is specialized 
intoo AskYesNo, to inquire boolean questions and AskOption, to inquire for one or more options. 
Register,Register, which is used to register agents at the broker. Consult is used by the UserAgent to consult 
thee broker agent. Delegate is used by the BrokerAgent to delegate a legal problem to one or more 
expertt agents. Tell is used to answer an Ask action. Similar to the Ask action. Tell is specialized 
intoo TellYesNo and TellOption. 

Nextt we defined the subclasses of type Concept. Option, LegalService and LegalProblem. 
Thee concept Option defines the possible options used in the action AskOption. LegalService is 
aa description of a service offered by an ExpertAgent. LegalProblem is a simplification of the 
problemm owned by a UserAgent. 
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Figuree 6.15 
Thee Legaladvisor Message Content Ontology design for the Legal Advisor system, based on the Minimal Ontology. 

6.5.33 Simple Scenario 

Thiss section describes a simple example scenario to show how the agents within the system interact 
withh each other, using the LegalAdvisorOntology. The scenario starts when the agent platform has 
beenn launched and the agents have been created. Each agents has to register its services at the law 
servicesservices broker. An example message sent from the webagent to the broker is: 

webb expert to law services broker: (Register :legalservice (LegalService :type "keywordsearch" 
descriptionn "Googlesearch")) 

Thee message shows a description of the service that the agent can offer. As mentioned above, 
wee did not use a full-fleshed ontology. Therefore, the service description is a very basic one. 

Thee next step in the scenario is when a user enters information into a web form and submits this 
too the personal law assistant. Unknowing what the (semantic) content of the user's information 
is,, it starts asking the law services broker for a suitable expert agent. The agent does this by 
forwardingg the user's question to the broker: 
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personall  law assistant to law services broker: (Consult (LegalProblem :domain "competition law" 
descriptionn (sequence "European" " competition" "law" "regulations"))" 

Thee broker analyzes the content of the message, and tries to find an appropriate agent. This 
iss done by applying a basic lookup mechanism in the broker's register. In this case, the broker 
decidess to delegate the legal problem to the web expert agent. Therefore, the webagent is selected, 
sincee it can ask any question to Google. Whether the answer of Google is usable is to be decided 
byy the end user. 

Thiss decision is then sent to the web agent by the message: 

laww services broker to web expert: (Delegate (Consult (LegalProblem :domain "competition law" 
:descriptionn (sequence "European" "competition" "law" "regulations")) :agent "personal law assistant") 

Thiss message tells the web expert that it should find an answer to the specified LegalProblem 
andd give the answer back to the agent "useragent". To find an answer to the LegalProblem, the web 
expertexpert consults Google. The answer of Google, i.e. a list of URLs is translated into a sequence of 
thee object Option and embedded into a TellOption action: 

webb expert to personal law assistant: (TellOption :options (sequence (Option value: 
"http://europa.eu.int")(Optionn value: "http://www.ellispub.com")(Option value: "http://www.etsi.org") 
...» » 

Fromm there, the user agent presents the received answer to the end-user. 

6.5.44 Evaluation 

Althoughh there have been a few concessions to the original design, we succeeded in building a 
stablee and fully functional law assistance agent system. The system makes use of the relative 
simplee message content ontology in order to show the generation and application of message 
contentt ontologies on a general level. The agents' functionality is limited, due to the unavailability 
off  usable legal knowledge bases. We did not model an ontology that fully represents a legal 
domain.. For example, in the musicshop example, the notion of a CD is relatively well-defined. 
However,, the notion of a legal problem in the Legal Advisor System needs to be further elaborated. 
Furthermore,, we only paid attention to the type of conversations, i.e. Tell-Answers combinations. 

Thee legal services and legal problems are expressed as keywords. Real lif e conceptualization 
off  legal services and legal problems need more elaborate constructs. For this, existing ontologies 
andd knowledge bases could be included, such as the CIA world fact-book that contains basic in-
formationn related to countries, CYC containing common sense knowledge and various (in DAML 
represented)) information sources34. The problem with this, however, is that conceptualization 
conflictss need to be resolved. 

AA drawback of the presented approach is that it does not consider complex constraints between 
concepts35.. It is not (yet) possible to define what an allowed sequence of messages is. For example, 
aa message containing the action class of type Ask, should be followed by a message containing 
ann action class of type Tell. If we want to do so, we need to enhance the ontology mapping 
mechanism,, in such a way that constraints can be stored in the ontology-mapping file. 

34www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook,, www.opencyc.org and www.daml.org. 
^Constraintss on slots can be made, with facets as described in Table. 6.5. 

http://europa.eu.int%22)(Option
http://www.ellispub.com%22)(Option
http://www.etsi.org
http://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook
http://www.opencyc.org
http://www.daml.org
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6.66 Discussion 

Inn this chapter, we addressed the problem of how agents can handle message-based communica-
tion.. We have defined a framework for message content ontologies containing a Reference Model 
inn order to provide semantics in message-based communication. The framework is built up out of a 
genericc part and a specific part. The generic part is represented by an Agent Communication Meta 
Ontologyy that defines types of performatives and protocols based on (human) communication the-
ory:: speech acts and conversational interaction. The specific part is composed of a collection of 
domainn dependent ontologies that describe the domain of the conversation, performatives, proto-
colss and agent roles. We described and extended an existing categorization of speech acts for the 
definitionn of performatives. Furthermore, in order to show the variety of conversation protocols, 
wee adjusted three existing protocols (i.e. Query, Request and Auction) and added two new ones 
(Negotiationn and Supervision). 

Thee Agent Communication Meta Ontology defines the subjects of agent communication: con-
cepts,, performatives, protocols and agent roles. We showed that a message content ontology is 
ann instantiation of the Agent Communication Meta Ontology, which can be mapped onto a class 
diagramm and specified in detail. From a theoretical point of view, it is appealing to define as much 
informationn as possible into a "full fledged" Reference Model. However, when designing an agent 
thatt is capable of handling this information, a lot of overhead emerges (due to the need for on-
tologyy operations and pre-negotiation activities). When making use of a full fledged Reference 
Model,, the question is if all its concepts and relations are needed. 

Basedd on our framework, we defined a "Minimal Ontology", which can be used in more prag-
maticc agent solutions. The ontology contains the classes Concept and Action, and the relation 
AllowedConcept.. We explained that agents without an inferencee engine need a representation of 
ann ontology in terms of their internal representation (such as Java beans) and means (such an ontol-
ogyy mapping file) to map instances of an ontology into their internal representation. On the basis 
off  the presented tool, encoders and decoders can respectively be used for translating an agent's 
internall  model to agent communication utterances and vice versa. However, in this approach, the 
ontologyy and ontology translation is hard coded. This means that if an ontology changes, the Java 
codee for the agent needs to be regenerated and the agent needs to be deployed again. 

Bothh the construction of the Message Content Ontology Framework and the Minimal Ontol-
ogyy can be seen as a first step towards the standardization of ontologies in agent communication 
andd conversation. A possible method to define message content ontologies starts with choosing 
ann Agent Communication Meta Ontology as a Reference Model, such as defined in Section 6.3.1. 
Next,, based on generic classes of the Agent Communication Meta Ontology, conversation specific 
conceptss of a message content ontology need to be defined (see Section 6.3.4.1). Then, these con-
ceptss can be specified in more detail by defining their properties (or attributes) and relations (see 
Sectionn 6.3.4.2). Finally, ontology operations (such as encoding and decoding, see Section 6.4.2) 
havee to be defined and added into an agent model. 

Futuree research on message content ontologies includes elaboration on means to represent 
bothh syntax and semantics of message content ontologies, handling issues related to accessibility, 
i.e.. how to store ontologies and how to retrieve them, and from a methodological point of view, 
addressingg problems related to redefinition of ontologies should be exploited. 

Forr the case study, we designed a system with an information-driven character 
(cf.. [Galbraith, 1973]) using notions of information processing actions (i.e. ask and tell). In the fu-
ture,, dedicated minimal ontologies suited for specific processes or specific domains can be defined. 
Otherr interesting domain are when agents with a knowledge-driven character communicate at the 
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knowledgee level. For this, content ontologies could be defined that can handle concepts like com-
petences,, knowledge, methods and protocols. A starting point can be UPML [Fensel et al., 1999b], 
seee Section 5.2. 

Ann alternative approach to ontology handling is having agents to manipulate existing ontolo-
giess and even to learn new ones. For example, agents could negotiate on die meaning of concepts 
andd relations. Another alternative approach to ontology handling is that the agent sends serial-
izedd Java code36 that represents (parts of) an ontology. The receiving agent can process this code 
intoo its own ontology model. Next to automatic generation of Java beans, semi-automatic gener-
ationn of Java classes that define the behavior of agents can be considered. For example, encoders 
andd decoders could take care of all aspects of conversation management. Tasks of conversation 
managementt are to keep track of state of conversations, follow interaction protocols and negotiate 
meaning.. Probably the method of generating static code can be useful in well defined situations. 
However,, when agents operate in dynamic environments and need to change their strategy and 
modelss at runtime, other techniques such as maintaining an explicit message content ontology and 
behaviorr patterns are to be considered. 

'Withinn Java it is possible to translate (i.e. serialize) the structure and state of objects into a transportable format. 




